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Abstract

When we view the legal education system as a complex system nested within the broader systems of law and society, it is clear that the law clinic offers unique value. The law clinic provides an opportunity for transparency across and a connection within and between the systems. This is due, in part, to the integrative learning experiences that are afforded within the law clinic setting. This article introduces the reader to the complex system of legal education and describes the environment in which it is nested. This article then discusses the importance of the law clinic from a complexity perspective by pointing to the various integrative learning experiences that are inherent within it. The article also draws on complexity scholarship in order to provide unique insights for the benefit of clinical legal educators.
I INTRODUCTION

This article considers law clinics through a complex systems lens in order to highlight the value that is derived by participating in such an experience. This article draws on complexity thinking to situate the legal education system within the broader complex systems of law and society and to recognise the unique role played by law clinics in assisting the student to traverse these systems. The article explains, through the application of that same theoretical framework, several of the integrative learning methods that are used by clinical legal educators in educating the student for the complex systems in which they will practice. While this article is primarily aimed at architects of law school curricula and clinical legal educators, clinical educators within other disciplines may also find this article of value. It is also hoped that this article will add value to the continuing discussions regarding the further integration of clinical legal education within the law school curriculum.1

A significant number of Australian law schools offer clinical legal education opportunities to their students.2 Clinical legal education is often understood to be 'law school experiential learning that places students in the role of lawyers representing clients with legal questions or problems'.3 While some authors define clinical legal education to extend to learning that occurs in simulated environments, this article focuses on clinical legal education that places students under the supervision of a lawyer representing real clients.4 These opportunities are often referred to as law clinics. A law clinic is typically offered as a for-credit subject or as a volunteer opportunity. A student may be placed in a law clinic that is operating within an organisation (often, a not-for-profit organisation) that delivers a legal service. On the other hand, the law clinic itself may be a stand-alone clinic set up (often, by the university in partnership with others) to provide legal services. Students participate in activities such as client intakes, client interviewing, file management, legal research, the provision of verbal and written legal advice, letter writing, and making referrals. Students might also work on law reform submissions and community education campaigns. Students enrolled in a law clinic are supervised by a practicing lawyer. They also work closely with an academic educator who, among other things, coordinates the experience, facilitates curricular alignment, manages student welfare, and ensures that any academic learning objectives are met. Students undertaking clinical subjects that carry academic credit are required to submit assessments such as written reflections. These are typically assessed by the academic educator. The Council for Australian Law Deans has recognised the value of law clinics by requiring that law schools 'endeavour to provide ... experiential learning opportunities' and 'seek to engage with the wider community' within the CALD Standards for Australian Law Schools.5 Both of these requirements 'include, for example, and so far as is practicable, clinical programs'.6

While many scholars have discussed the benefits derived from participating in law clinics,7 there is very little literature considering law clinics though a complex systems lens. Ross describes the ground-breaking work of Professor Frank Remington in embedding a ‘systems approach to clinical education’ at the Frank J Remington Centre at the University of Wisconsin.8 It is the author’s view that methodologies that recognise the complexity of systems, such as the one

---

3  Evans et al (n 1) 41.
4  The approach taken by the author appears to be the generally accepted position: Evans et al (n 1) 44.
6  Ibid.
described in Ross’ article, warrant further attention, especially now that these approaches are rising in prominence in other disciplines.

Complexity science has been adopted in both the natural and social sciences. Most relevantly, for our purposes, it has also been adopted by educational scholars. Educational systems are complex systems nested within broader social systems. The legal education system is a complex system nested within the complex systems of law and society. Once one views this typography from a complex systems perspective, the law clinic stands out as delivering potentially unique value. Complexity thinking reveals the law clinic to be an opportunity that delivers transparency across and a connection within and between the systems. This is due, in part, to the integrative learning experiences that are afforded within the law clinic environment.

This article introduces the reader to the idea of, and identifies the legal education system as, a ‘complex system’. The article then discusses the place of legal education nested within the broader complex systems of law and society. Finally, the article discusses various integrative learning experiences that are inherent within the law clinic experience from a complexity perspective and provides insights for clinical legal educators. This article does not discuss the complexity of learning itself, and nor does it offer a complexity critique of the various learning theories in the context of the law clinic. These are related topics that will likely form the basis of follow-up endeavours.

II COMPLEX SYSTEMS

In order to appreciate legal education as a complex system, one should first consider the general nature and operation of complex systems. It is somewhat challenging to define a complex system, in the typical sense, as that would necessitate simplification of the complex reality of the system. Instead of lingering within this conundrum of definitional circularly, most complexity scholars begin by describing a complex system. They do so in order to offer their readers a starting point to build upon, acknowledging the difficulties encountered when one seeks to reduce complexity for the sake of definition. There is no one universally recognised description or theory that informs the work in the field of complexity science. Levy describes a complex system as:

[O]ne whose component parts interact with sufficient intricacy that they cannot be predicted by standard linear equations; so many variables are at work in the system that its overall behaviour can only be understood as an emergent consequence of the holistic sum of all the myriad behaviours embedded within.

The ‘component parts’ are the ‘agents’, or participants, within the system. When complexity theory is applied in physiology, these agents may be organisms, cells, or biomolecules. When applied in sociology, these agents may be people. In social systems, there are human and non-human networks. The human network is the social network. The non-human networks include information networks. To put it in basic terms, the author suggests that the reader considers the complex system to be like a multi-dimensional model. The social network of people is the base model, and the non-human networks are overlays to that model that cannot be separated.

While the agents within a complex system are important, it is their interactions and the consequential behaviour of the system that sees it labelled as ‘complex’. Complex systems are

---

11 Ibid 228.
12 Steven Levy, Artificial Life: The Quest for New Creation (Random House, 1992) 7-8. By way of further description, complex systems are generally recognised as having common traits. Cilliers’ traits of a complex system are summarised in Paul Cilliers, ‘Knowing Complex Systems’ in Kurt Anders Richardson, Managing Organizational Complexity (IAP, 2005) 7, 8-9.
dynamic, in that they ‘emerge’ in response to internal and environmental influences.\textsuperscript{15} The concept of emergence is recognised as a milestone complexity theory contribution.\textsuperscript{16} Emergence is usefully described by Johnson as:

[The system’s] agents residing on the one scale start producing behaviours that lay one scale above them: ants create colonies; urbanities create neighbourhoods; simple pattern-recognition software learns how to recommend new books. The movement from low-level rules to higher-level sophistication is what we call emergence.\textsuperscript{17}

Due to the complexity of the system, an analysis of its individual agents does little to help one understand the system and its behaviour.\textsuperscript{18} In order to understand such systems, complexity thinking emphasises the interrelations between the agents and the systems themselves and focuses on the self-organisation and emergence that arises as a result of those interrelations.\textsuperscript{19} Given that complex systems display self-organisation and emergence, they are said to be ‘more than the sum of [their] parts’.\textsuperscript{20}

### III LEGAL EDUCATION AS A COMPLEX SYSTEM

Complexity thinking has been applied to many disciplines. Complexity theory’s provenance can be found in the natural sciences, cybernetics and mathematics.\textsuperscript{21} It has also been adapted for use within the social sciences.\textsuperscript{22} Social systems are recognised as complex systems.\textsuperscript{23} Social systems are inherently complex, or ‘hyper-complex’, due to the often undefinable nature of human relationships and interactions.\textsuperscript{24} Organisations are recognised as social systems that are ‘artificial and socially constructed around a particular purpose’.\textsuperscript{25} Organisations are thus complex systems. In an organisational setting, complexity theory has been applied, for example, to organisational leadership.\textsuperscript{26}

Complexity theory is also developing to become a prominent theory with educationalists. Complexity theory has been applied to the philosophy of education and educational research.\textsuperscript{27} It has also been applied to learning and teaching.\textsuperscript{28} To broadly categorise, complexity theory is

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} Steven Johnson, \textit{Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities and Software} (Scribner, 2001) 18 cited in Mason (16) 37.
\item \textsuperscript{18} Beverley Ellis and Stuart Ian Herbert, ‘Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS): An Overview of Key Elements, Characteristics and Application to Management Theory’ (2011) 19(1) \textit{Informatics in Primary Care} 33, 34.
\item \textsuperscript{19} Christine Jorm and Chris Roberts, ‘Using Complexity Theory to Guide Medical School Evaluations’ (2018) 93(3) \textit{Academic Medicine: Journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges} 399, 399-400.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Ramray Bhat and Dharma Pally, ‘Complexity: The Organizing Principle at the Interface of Biological (Dis)order’ (2017) 96(3) \textit{Journal of Genetics} 431, 432.
\item \textsuperscript{22} See, eg, David Byrne, \textit{Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences: The State of the Art} (Routledge, 1998).
\item \textsuperscript{24} Christopher Koliba et al, ‘Complexity Theory and Systems Analysis’ in Christopher Ansell and Jacob Torfing (eds), \textit{Handbook on Theories of Governance} (Edward Elgar, 2016) 364, 367; Louis Klein, ‘Understanding Social Systems Research’ in Mohamed Nemiche and Mohamed Essaaidi (eds) \textit{Advances in Complex Societal, Environmental and Engineered Systems} (Springer, 2016) 51, 52.
\item \textsuperscript{26} See, eg, the collected works published in Mary Uhl-Bein and Russ Marion (eds), \textit{Complexity Leadership Part 1: Conceptual Foundations} (Information Age Publishing, 2008).
\item \textsuperscript{28} See, eg, Brent Davis and Dennis Sumara, \textit{Complexity and Education Inquiries into Learning, Teaching, and Research} (Taylor and Francis, 2014).
\end{itemize}
relevant in pursuing two main challenges that arise in an educational context: 1) the complexity of educational systems (the complexity of the systems in which education is provided); and 2) the complexity of education (for example, the complexity of learning and teaching, and educational content).29

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (the OECD), through its Directorate for Education and Skills, has made significant contributions to the collective literature that considers the increasing complexity of educational systems and education. Initially, these contributions were made available through working articles published as part of the OECD’s Education Working Article Series.30 More recently, the OECD’s Centre for Educational Research and Innovation published the results of its Governing Complex Education Systems Project.31 This substantial work recognises the complexity of educational governance systems and proposes that reform in such systems be considered through a complexity lens.

Blanchenay states that ‘education systems are in fact complex systems — that is, networks of interdependently linked actors whose actions affect all other actors, and which evolve, adapt and reorganise themselves’. 32 Generally speaking, educational systems are recognised as being complex systems.33 National education systems — which deliver primary, secondary and tertiary education — are complex systems.34 The various sub-systems within an educational system can also be identified as complex systems.35 This is consistent with the idea that systems are nested within other systems.36 It is also consistent with the slightly alternative idea that a system’s environment is made up of other systems.37 Higher education systems are complex systems.38 In fact, systems thinking is recognised for its potential to inform answers to numerous questions that arise in a higher education context.39 The interacting agents of a higher education system are, for example, ‘students, faculty, administrative units, courses and [information technology]’.40 Just like other organisations such as schools,41 universities are recognised as being complex systems.42 Drilling down to lower-order sub-systems, higher-educational programs, such as

---

41 Morrison (n 27) 22; Davis and Sumara (n 28) 5-6; Johnson (n 9) 6; Keshavarz et al (n 36) 1473.
undergraduate degrees, are complex systems.\(^{43}\) Classes are also complex systems.\(^{44}\) Webb recognises that legal education is a complex system,\(^{45}\) and its various sub-systems are similarly complex.

### IV LEGAL EDUCATION AS A NESTED SYSTEM

The legal education system is not solitary and insulated.\(^{46}\) The system is an ‘open system’ in that it ‘exchange[s] energy or information with [its] environment’.\(^{47}\) As touched on above, some theorists classify systems as being ‘nested’ within other systems. Others, instead, identify a system’s environment as being made up of other systems. In the context of legal education, what might these other systems be? Or, to put it another way; what systems form the environment of the legal education system? What environment ‘constrains and enables [the] activities [of the system]’?\(^{48}\)

Teacher education is recognised as being nested within the education system.\(^{49}\) Similarly, the legal education system is nested within the law system. Webb describes the legal education system as ‘exist[ing] within an environment over which it may have some influence, but little control’.\(^{50}\) The Australian Learning and Teaching Council developed the Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs) for various disciplines, including law.\(^{51}\) The TLOs ‘represent what a graduate is expected to know, understand and be able to do as a result of learning’ within the relevant program.\(^{52}\) In drafting the TLOs, there was acknowledgement of the vital role played by universities in preparing students for legal practice.\(^{53}\) The legal profession is a stakeholder in legal education.\(^{54}\) Students study law, which is, to some extent, a product of the legal profession. The profession prescribes admission requirements that influence the content taught by law schools. A number of students pursuing careers in the profession select and tailor their experiences to meet the perceived demands of their future employers. It is evident that energy or information moves from the profession to the legal education system. However, energy or information also moves from the legal education system to the profession. Tilbury reminds us of this when he says that ‘the formative influence of legal education on later actors in the legal process is critically important in shaping any legal system’.\(^{55}\)

Law is regarded as a complex system.\(^{56}\) In fact, a recent collection of scholarly works discusses complexity and the law in some detail.\(^{57}\) The agents in the law system are described
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\(^{43}\) Elly Govers, ‘Embracing Complexity of Educational Programs’ (2016) Cogent Education 1, 3.


\(^{46}\) Ibid.

\(^{47}\) Cilliers (n 12) 8.

\(^{48}\) Mandviwalla and Schuff (n 40) 4548.

\(^{49}\) Cochran-Smith et al (n 35) 7.

\(^{50}\) Webb (n 45).

\(^{51}\) Sally Kift and Mark Israel, Bachelor of Laws Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement (Australian Learning and Teaching Council, 2010).

\(^{52}\) Ibid 9.

\(^{53}\) Ibid 8.


\(^{57}\) Thomas E Webb and Steven Wheatley (eds), Complexity Theory and the Law, Mapping an Emergent Jurisprudence (Routledge, 2018).
in an early chapter of that collection as including institutions and individuals with legal roles. The law is also an agent. The system is described as complex because it is an ‘emergent, self-organising system’ in which an interactive network of many parts — actors, institutions and ‘systems’ — operate with no overall guiding hand, giving rise to complex collective behaviours that can be observed in patterns of law communications. Among other things, the system of law is a system of clients, lawyers, law firms, courts and regulators — of human and institutional interactions and influences — of values, beliefs and ethics — of principles, policies and rules — of mandates and discretions — of social contexts. The agents within the system interact in non-linear ways. The interactions are ‘rich’ in that they effect various other agents within the system. As a result, the agents jostle, shift and adjust, ultimately resulting in, what is called, self-organisation and emergence. Given the relationship between law and society, each influencing the other, it can also be said that law and society are part of a broader ‘law-and-society system’ that behaves in a similar way. The legal education system is nested within this system. In fact, the legal education system is nested within numerous interdependent systems. By way of example, these include the education system and the economic system.

Once we accept that legal education is a complex system nested within, among others, the complex law-and-society system, we can draw on complexity thinking to assist us in our educational endeavours. Complexity thinking assists us to understand that law students are not merely learning the law, they are learning about complex systems. However, the author asserts that complex systems thinking takes us a step further than this. It assists us to understand that our students are not only learning about these systems, they are presently agents within these systems. Law students are agents seeking to further their professional relationship within the systems. Legal theorists draw on complexity theory to, among other things, propose strategies for dealing with the complexity of the law-and-society system. Educational theorists, draw on the same theory to, among other things, consider how we might prepare students for that same complexity.

V THE COMPLEXITY GAP

Nursing and teaching educators have historically grappled with the criticism that the undergraduate education in their individual disciplines leaves graduating students with a ‘theory-practice gap’. In the context of nursing, the theory-practice gap is described as ‘the distancing of theoretical knowledge from the practical dimension of nursing’. Similar criticisms have been levied at the legal education system. This gap is often attributed, at least in part, to the doctrinal focus of traditional law schools. While legal skills are taught more frequency, there are still

---

58 Ruhl and Katz (n 14) 31.
59 Ibid.
61 Cilliers (n 12) 8; Ruhl (n 56) 898.
63 Mason (n 16) 36-7; Ruhl (n 56) 899.
65 Ruhl and Katz (n 14) 29.
significant gaps. This is especially the case in the context of a legal profession that is itself grappling to modernise, both from a technical and client services perspective. To the extent that students are exposed to context, it is principally theoretical. When the student transitions from the sub-system of legal education, there is a gap in their capability to practice within the law-and-society system.

The theory-practice gap extends beyond a gap in practical skills. There is also a complexity gap. The assertion is that graduating students are underprepared for the complexity of the law-and-society system. Beckett and Hager state that ‘universities readily atomize human performance into component parts.’ In the traditional law school curriculum, learning is separated into doctrinal subjects. In Australia, this division usually mirrors, at least in part, the division of topics that appear in the Priestley 11. Legal educators teach knowledge, but they do not always teach students about its use. If students do learn how to use that knowledge, it is often lacking certain context. Legal educators ask students to research and write in response to self-contained hypothetical problems. Students are asked to engage with skills such as mooting, negotiation and client interviewing within simulated environments. No matter how authentic the simulations, some of the genuine complexity of client interaction and client care is lost. Also lost is the complexity of the inter-professional and other relationships that are often formed outside of the lawyer-client relationship. Further, the true complexity of law, which spans across and beyond the Priestley 11 divisions, and its operation within context, often escapes attention. Though simulations are often purposefully designed to reduce complexity in order to facilitate learning, we ought to guard against implementing such approaches across entire law programs.

The learning that is delivered within the walls of the academy insulates the student from the realities of the complex system and much of what makes it complex.

The complexity gap is likely the result of the manner in which the systems have coevolved. The development of this gap is steeped in history and is complex in its own right. While some gap is to be expected, complexity theory assists us to understand that there will likely be systemic consequences (which might include major disruption or system failure) where there is insufficient

---

72 Daicoff (n 69) 14.
75 Many authors, such as Landers (n 67) 1550-1, state that the theory-practice gap results from, among other things, a failure to keep pace with increasing complexity. Ross (n 8) 787 discusses the early work of Professor Remington in identifying such a gap in the context of a graduating students’ capability to work in the American criminal justice system.
76 David Beckett and Paul Hager, ‘A Complexity Thinking Take on Thinking in the University’ in Søren S E Bengtsen and Ronald Barnett, The Thinking University: A Philosophical Examination of Thought and Higher Education (Springer International Publishing, 2018) 137, 144.
77 Webb (n 74) 190.
83 See generally Barker (n 71).
adaptation between interdependent systems. The author is not suggesting that legal education should necessarily accommodate the demands of the profession as this would be ignoring the fact that the system extends beyond the law system to include society and other systems. However, law schools ought to be aware of how they presently manage gaps, such as the one outlined above, so that they may recognise the potential value in doing so.

VI LAW CLINICS EDUCATING FOR COMPLEXITY THROUGH INTEGRATIVE LEARNING

The ‘systems approach’ used in the design of the Frank J Remington Centre offers an insightful perspective. The complexity of the criminal justice system was recognised by the founder, who established the Centre with the specific objective of educating students for the complexity of that system. Even where law clinics are not launched with a complex-systems agenda in mind, complexity thinking nonetheless reveals the highly valuable role served by law clinics within the legal education system. While the law clinic experience educates for complexity in many ways, the author will focus on how the law clinic prepares students for the complexity of the law-and-society system through integrative learning. As the author progresses, she will also propose insights for clinical legal educators that are derived from existing complexity scholarship.

In its report titled ‘Greater Expectations: A New Vision for Learning as a Nation Goes to College’, the Association of American Colleges and Universities encourages tertiary education institutions to educate the ‘intentional learner’ who, among other things, stands out for ‘being [an] integrative thinker… who can see connections in seemingly disparate information’ and ‘integrating knowledge of various types and understanding complex systems’. Integrative learning, in the form of Work Integrated Learning (WIL), is promoted in Australia in the ‘National Strategy on Work Integrated Learning in University Education’. Integrative learning is now widely recognised as preparing students for a setting beyond formal education. Integrative learning, which is defined as a learning approach that ‘develops the ability to make, recognize, and evaluate connections among disparate concepts, fields, or contexts’, is specifically recommended in preparing students for complexity. Some of those who adhere to integrative learning methods in order to teach science, call this method ‘connected science’. They emphasise an educator’s role in ‘help[ing] students create more than the sum of the parts’. In order to prepare students for complexity, legal educators should be drawing on these same principles to teach ‘connected law’.

---

85 The disconnect between lawyers and society driving change in the industry is discussed in Diacoff (n 69) 14. While not the focus of this paper, an adaptive law curriculum is the focus of author’s Doctor of Philosophy, which she is in the process of completing.
86 The article by Ross (n 8) describes this approach.
87 Ibid 788.
88 Rosenau et al note that complexity science supports, among other things, integrative learning in Patricia Rosenau et al, ‘Educating for Complexity In Nursing Practice: A Baccalaureate Curriculum Innovation’ (2015) 1(3) Quality Advancement in Nursing Education - Avancées en formation infirmière 1, 2. The potential value of recognizing and understanding integrative learning in the context of clinical legal education is discussed by Evans et al (n 1) 14.
95 Ibid 15.
It is understood that the human agents in a complex system derive a benefit from understanding the systems in which they operate. The law clinic provides students with opportunities to understand the human and non-human interrelations that exist outside of the academy. Wizner states that ‘law students in the clinic learn that legal doctrine, rules, and procedure; legal theory; the planning and execution of legal representation of clients; ethical considerations; and social, economic and political implications of legal advocacy, are all fundamentally interrelated’.97

The author suggests that law clinics should be acknowledged as performing an important function from a complexity perspective. Giddings describes the law clinic as ‘an inherently integrative activity’.98 Schoo and Kumar’s scholarship places the nursing clinical educator within the complex system.99 The authors refer to ‘domains’ instead of sub-systems and present a conceptual model where:

[Clinical educators are] at the centre of a complex and dynamic system spanning four domains and multiple levels. The four domains are: personal (encompassing personal/professional needs and expectations); health services (health agencies and their consumers); educational (education institutions and their health students); and societal (local community/region and government).100

Schoo and Kumar identify that the nursing clinic creates a unique nexus between systems and emphasise the importance of the interrelationships within such a clinic.101 While these authors focus on the system from the perspective of the clinical educator, it is clear that the nursing student is also a beneficiary of this nexus. Similarly, the law clinic exposes the law student to various agents and interrelations within the law-and-society system. If the student is still situated within the legal education system, they are visiting experiences that occur beyond it. The student is placed within a collective of social agents (typically lawyers, clients and perhaps other students) that engage and respond to legal problems through an exchange within social and other networks.102 This includes working within wider information networks. As such, the law-and-society system is made more transparent and the student better appreciates, at least in some way, their own relationship within that system.103

Clinical educators will find value in turning to complexity theory to enhance their own understanding of these systems.104 Davis and Sumara identify a ‘complexified awareness’ as being critical to educators.105 Clinical educators may also share that approach with their students who will likely benefit from looking at the system from different vantage points.106 Given the complexity of the system, it is not possible to map the system with accuracy.107 However, students can begin to imagine the complexity of the system by attempting to visualise its human and non-
human agents. Traditional organisational hierarchies and structures are useful, but not all encompassing. Law clinic students might consider the clinic as a starting point. Students might like to visualise the clinic and the extended system from their own perspective, the lawyer’s perspective, the client’s perspective and society’s perspective.

Students might gain further understanding if they are also provided with opportunities to engage beyond the law system. In the context of a law clinic that assists homeless persons, students might be encouraged to volunteer with or visit other homeless services, such as meal and accommodation services. The many clinical educators who do incorporate such exercises for the benefit of their students, may find some utility in explicitly linking these opportunities to, among other things, a complexity theory rationale.

Given the community service focus of many law clinics, the student placed in a law clinic will likely be working with communities on service-orientated matters. Community service clinics have been recognised as a valuable integrative learning tool because they give students the opportunity to work with people from various demographics and to work among varying perspectives. In fact, Giddings refers to the community service law clinic as ‘the integration of learning and service’. From a student’s perspective, this occurs, in part, because they are asked to engage in furthering service objectives. Community service law clinics seat the student within a ‘social justice setting’, working on, for example, access to justice matters.

A community service law clinic also educates a student about the operation of complex systems in that the student engages with the laws impact within the wider law-and-society system. Each agent within a complex system exerts an effect on numerous other agents. This effect has the potential to flux across the system. Ross discusses this in the context of the American criminal justice system when she describes ‘the decisions by an actor at any point affecting actors at other points’. Agent behaviours may lead to both large and small changes in the system, which may not be predicted ahead of time. Through their participation in a community service law clinic, a student will likely better appreciate that due to the complexity of the system, the actions of agents, even minor ones, can have unexpected, and sometimes major, flow-on effects. This is recognised by Copeland who says that ‘a clinical course can offer students a first hand experience of the ways in which the legal system functions and fails, the way it denies some while benefiting others and how real people deal with issues’. The student might also be enabled to view their ‘potential as a change agent’ within the system. This will especially be the case where clinical legal educators engender student interest in undertaking such work again in the future.

Davis and Sumara are critical of the traits of clinical-type education that encourage students to merely copy or mimic the practitioners that they work with. It is, therefore, important that

108 Derived from an idea presented in Angus McMurty, ‘Complexity Science and the Education of Interdisciplinary Health Teams’ (Doctoral Theses, University of Alberta, 2007) 76-7 cited in Fenwick and Dahlgren (n 104) 361.
109 Ruhl and Katz (n 14) 32.
110 Derived from an idea presented in McMurty (n 108) 76-7.
111 Derived from an idea presented in Collins and Ting (n 106) 12.
113 Newell (n 93) 8.
114 Giddings (n 98) 27.
115 Evans et al (n 1) 97.
116 Cilliers (n 12) 8.
118 Ross (n 8) 786.
121 Jorm and Roberts (n 19) 399. Jorm and Roberts discuss a complexity approach to medical school assessments that, among other things, may see a shift toward ‘reimagining students as reaching their future potential as change agents, who transform health systems and the lives of patients’.
122 Giddings (n 98) 50.
123 Davis and Sumara (n 66) 106.
students are given the freedom to, among other things, ‘improvise’ and ‘take risks’.124 The author suggests that opportunities like this might be provided by encouraging students to contribute creatively to the system. New or transitory agents of the system should be valued for their potential to contribute new perspectives.125 The clinical educator encourages the student to contribute to the system by ensuring that the student is an active participant within the clinic environment. Clinical educators also provide students with their own debriefing and feedback opportunities. However, the clinical educator might also encourage innovative contributions, including those that might disrupt the system. Involving students in law reform projects seems like an obvious way of achieving this objective. However, encouraging students to develop reform ideas need not be limited to such projects. A student who is situated within the system, may have valuable ideas about how the law, or the processes used to administer the law, might be changed for the better. Ross provides an example of a student working within a department of corrections who made recommendations for improvements to the department’s internal systems as part of a written assessment submitted to her clinical educators.126 These opportunities likely assist students to better value their role as change agents even where the ideas are presented directly to the clinical educator outside of the clinical setting. Of course, they must be designed so that they don’t interfere with duties to the client, but perhaps these types of exercises might more readily find a home within clinical experiences and assessments.

Clinical experiences are sometimes criticised for their inability to provide students with a predictable and replicable experience, especially in relation to the tasks that they are engaged in from day to day.127 However, Fraser and Greenhalgh state that ‘the imaginative dimension of professional capability is best developed through non-linear methods – those in which learners embrace a situation in all its holistic complexity’.128 In the context of legal education, Webb cautions us against an overuse of ‘carefully mapped out learning’ and suggests that we may be ‘designing out those messy, unpredictable moments in learning’.129 While much of the traditional law school curriculum is linear, the law clinic experience is primarily non-linear. The experiences are non-linear because the problems have not been vetted or simplified.130 The interactions with the client are unprescribed, untidy and can require different responses.131 The client presents their problem in the complex way that is understood and felt by them.132 The emotions expressed are genuine and sometimes unexpected. The client’s problem is a compound problem in that it is multifaceted and not created with a task or solution in mind.133 Uncertainty as to approach is possible and solutions have the potential to traverse doctrinal and interprofessional divisions.134 Provided that quality assurance is maintained,135 and that students are properly prepared and
supported, a complexity perspective favours educational experiences that expose students to these non-linear experiences. While law schools should provide some surety as to a student’s experience from a skills perspective,\textsuperscript{136} they also need to retain non-linear learning experiences.

While the law clinic does not offer full immersion,\textsuperscript{137} it has long been a recognised part of the solution in bridging the ‘theory-practice gap’.\textsuperscript{138} This position is supported by complexity thinking, which values the law clinic as an integrative learning opportunity.

\section*{VII CONCLUSION}

Complex systems thinking offers a unique contribution to the continuing discussion of clinical legal education. In particular, it highlights a, perhaps unnoticed, contribution made by law clinics.

From a complexity viewpoint, it is clear that the legal education system is a complex system nested within, among others, the law-and-society system. The law student is an agent who will eventually migrate from the legal education system. Even if law graduates do not go on to practice law, they will be engaging within other complex systems. The work of complexity scholars, particularly in the field of education, informs the approaches taken in preparing law students for the complex systems in which they will eventually participate. Of particular relevance, are the integrative learning methods adopted by those who seek to educate for complexity. A student undertaking a law clinic engages in the learning described by these authors. Among other things, these methods provide transparency across and a connection within and between systems. As such, law clinics appear to serve a valuable role in educating students for complexity.

The author is not suggesting that law schools dispose of the non-clinical aspects of their programs. In fact, complexity thinking would caution against such decisions without considering the whole-of-system implications. However, this article does highlight the value of law clinics from a unique perspective. With this value in mind, perhaps it is time to further consider the calls for the better integration of law clinics within law programs with the aim of, among other things, further reducing the complexity gap.


\textsuperscript{137} See generally, Collins and Ting (n 106) who highlight the problems of a partially integrated approach in the context of teacher education.